Specifically, we consider a mapping T: C; x C -> C , defined as follows:
T(x, y) --Ujyj, xxy2, x,y3 t xyx ■+ x2y2, x^y2 + x^J,
where, e.g., x = (*",, x , x ). Clearly T is bilinear and continuous. We From the definition of T, we conclude immediately that y. = y = a/x., x2 + x, = x./a, y, -(a -l)/x,, so that (xt + x2 + ^3)(y, -i y2 + y^ -Uj + x1/tf)(2tf/x1 + (a -l)/xj) = 3« + 2 -1/tf. It is not hard to show that T? maps C x C onto C (although the corresponding mapping on R x R is not surjective), but that on the subspaces x. = 0 and y. = 0, T, essentially reduces to our original T, From this it follows that the preimages under TX of points of the form (0, a, a, a, 1) must "go to infinity" as a -> 0.
